ASSOCIATED PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY, LLC.
Dear Friends and Families of Associated Pediatric Dentistry,
We hope everyone had an enjoyable summer! Like many of you, summer is a busy time for
us. Associated Pediatric Dentistry, LLC is excited to update you on the many changes taking
place in our practice this fall.
Over the next few months, doctors John Markarian and Gerusa Mello-Burstadt will be retiring from active
practice. The impact they have had on the families of Associated Pediatric Dentistry cannot be measured, even
having served multiple generations for some families.
After thirty-nine years of practice, Dr. John Markarian decided to pass the torch and transition into the next
phase of his life as a full time grandparent, skier, mountain biker, tennis player, and living room rockstar. He
is grateful to have been entrusted with the dental care of his wonderful patient families; he will truly miss you
all. He hopes he achieved his goal of providing quality dental care and creating patients that enjoy visiting the
dentist.
Along with Dr. Markarian, Dr. Gerusa Mello-Burstadt will also be seeking new adventures. Dr. Mello-Burstadt
feels blessed and honored to have had so many wonderful people around her during her career. She will dearly
miss all of her patients from her forty-two years of working in the field of pediatric dentistry! She plans to spend
time with her family and explore new countries and cultures. Dr. Mello-Burstadt looks forward to concentrating
on her painting and may even learn to play soccer!
So how will this impact you and your family? We want to make the transition as seamless as possible. Our hope
is that the only difference you see will be the provider caring for your child. With that, we welcome Dr. Keith
Rice and Dr. Tieg Selberg as owner-partners.The departing doctors are proud that they were able to find doctors
that they can place their full confidence behind and that will move the practice forward. Rest assured that you
will continue to receive the same personalized patient care and customer service to which you are accustomed.
The smiling faces of our hygienists, assistants, and front desk staff will remain the same. Please introduce yourself
to our new dentists during your next visit. Until then, visit our website to learn more about them. Biographical
information can be found under the About Us tab.
Dr. Kevin Beyersdorfer and Dr. Ramya Kamath will continue to serve the patients of Associated Pediatric
Dentistry. We are thankful that Dr. Beyersdorfer, with his 27 years of experience, will remain in his current
position to anchor the practice during this transition. Dr. Beyersdorfer is grateful for the many years he has
shared with doctors Markarian and Mello-Burstadt and treasures the great work relationship and friendship that
the APD family has formed. He is looking forward to practicing dentistry with doctors Selberg and Rice, as well
as Dr. Kamath who will continue to serve patients out of all three of our locations. Together, we are confident
that this new team will continue the Associated Pediatric Dentistry tradition of excellence.
In Good Oral Health!
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